
The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.

PART TWO
THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION.

IAfHEREAS there is a plethora of publications and programmes about the problem
V Y of Global Warming, this book provides the solution.To the question, "scientific
Green Solution-why cannabis ?" the answer fbllows:

"For Mankind's macroeconomic requirements, energy derived from csnnabis is
cheuper than energy from coal, oil, nstaral gas, uraniam, wind and wave power,
geo-thermal, pressed-seed vegetuble oils, hydrogen-from-water electrical separation,
etc. Cunnobis is the most economical resource to fuel ancl energy known to
Mankind. Cannubis-Methanol provides fuel which is pollution-free."

These statements are established as Fact for the first time on record by THE
CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION (CBEE)'. The CBEE formulation
demonstrates that the Twentieth Century experience of government-corporate
monopoly-control of fuel-energy, and its high cost in economic, social and ecological
terms, was a bane fbr Mankind; and one which should have been easily avoided.
Learning to live with the world glut of non-polluting, cheap but superior f-uel, energy,
food and resources, made immediately available by implementation of The
RESTORATION Programme, would be a profbund liberation.

GLOBAL WARMING, AND HIDDEN COSTS OF ENERGY PRODUCTION.
It is of primary importance that people understand why fossilised hydro-

carbons, coal, oil and natural gaso should not be regardedo nor any longer be
allowed to be misased,, as 'fuel'. Preoccupied as people are with the personally
absorbing detail of daily living, it is easy to lose touch with much of the basic reality
upon which our human civilisation and very existence depend. The danger and damage
from the combustion of fbssils, coal, oil, and natural gas, come principally fiom the
release into the atmosphere of the oarbon absorbed by (fossilised) plants and anirnals
which lived in much hotter primordial carbon-rich atmospheric conditions in ages past,
over thousands upon millions of years, long before humans evolved on the planet.
Combustion of fossils releases their stored carbon, increasing the total quantiQ of
carbon dioxide gas (CO2) in the atmosphere. Earth receives heat and light from the
Sun: much of the Sun's radiated heat which arrives on the land and sea, rebounds off
the f-ace of the globe as long-wave, dissipated energy. It is saf'ely dispersed into Space.
Carbon dioxide has the capacity to retain this infrared heat-the more CO2 in the
atmosphere, the hotter it becomes, this being called the 'Greenhouse Effect". The
burning of fossils as'fuel'gives rise to Global Warmingl.

Carbon dioxide is principally responsible fbr atmospheric heating, being called the
'Greenhouse Gas'. Not less than 80 per cent of the increase of CO2 in the atmosphere
comes directly from the burning of coal and oil products. Since 1850, at which time
accurate records were commenced, CO2 has increased in the atmosphere from 265
parts per rnillion (pp-) to 378 ppm, to date. Emitted in an historically short period, or,
relative to geological time-scales, in the blink of an eye, this represents a colossal
42 per cent increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
I The CBEE is endorsed by eminent academics, authors, doctors of a variety of disciplineso judges (U.S. &
U.K.), and ecology experts. lRef. Publishers' Tit le Information, at the end of this book.l
2 The greater the quantity present in our atmosphere ofgases such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide (i.e. photo-
chemical gry I'rom fossil combustion), methane, chloro-fluorocarbons and surface ozone, the more heat is
entrapped and retained.
3 Details given herein on Clobal Warming are confirmed by specialist and by encyclopaedic works.
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A single small power station's annual fossil combustion to generate energy for only 4000
households (at a lower average consumption rate than the U.S.) releases pollutants: 88 tons of
sulphur dioxide; 66 tons of nitrous oxide; l0 tons of flying ash; and 13,750 tons (thirteen
thoasand, seven hundred and fifu tons) of carbon dioxide. Statistiken; Bundesregierung
Deutschland.

Hegemony, in the physical rather than moral sense, that is, politico-military power
and leadership, derives from ownership and control of the means of production and
distribution of wealth. Appropriation, or misappropriation, of the sources of fuel-energy
became crucial to those with commercial interest and/or political ambition. Acquisition
of Ownership of subterranean minerals was facilitated by the expedient of government
legislation, and by monopoly: the licensing of pref-erred (state or private) corporations to
exclusive trade in the invaluable energy resources. Thusl the People are forced to pay
two'Owners' for fuel. Governments'y'scal interventions (exorbitant duties and taxation)
has led to fuel-energy becoming the principal componenl in the industrial production of
wealth, today accounting fbr not less than tbur-fifths (a/5) of the Cost of Production of
Gross World Product: all extracted resources? comurercial goods, lbod and services.

From the early hunter-gatherer, nomadic, and tribal agrarnn forms of human
organisation, to the establishment of permanent urban communities, through the Ancient and
Medieval Eras, the small numbers of people on our planet relied principally for their energy
supplies upon the abundance of trees and firewood. Demand for fuel-energy was limited and
easily satisfied. Fuelwas a trifling factor in the Cost of hoduction of artefacts. In the Modem
Era, local forests having been felled, growing populations availed themselves of coal, oil,
natural gas and, eventually, uranium. The disadvantages of nuclear fission, not least of which
involves the inevitable prolilbration of plutonium availability (the matter of hydrogen fusion
bombs) swiftly made themselves evident. Not so obvions, at first, was the danger fiom the
misuse of fbssils as 'fuel ', which has given rise to.the destructive phenomenon, Global
Warming, a threat of gravest potential to the ecosphere '.

Misuse of coal, natural gas, oil and uranium as 'fuel' now poses perhaps the single
greatest immediate hazard to planetary well-being and human survival. The price of
energy fiom petroleum hydrocarbons and uranium is high, but the ultimate cost is
unknown in view of their actual and further inevitable damage. The greatest cost might
be hidden, yetto be paid in fullt. Globul Warming has already had mortal, disastrous
results: 10.4 per cent (15,600,000 square kilometres) of the Earth's surface is covered
with permanent ice contained in ice sheets, the ice caps and glaciers. Total meltdown
would provide a vertical rise in eustacy (world shoreline) of c. 70 metres, i.e. 230 f-eet.
Global Warming of 2" to 3oC is likely to result by the year 2030 with a partial
meltdown of permanent ice, yielding an increase in Mean Sea Level (MSL) of c. 8 to
12 inches (20-30 cms.) and 24 to 40 inches (60-100 cms.) by 2100. The trend of
Global Warming to date remarked since 1850 is 0.7"C (or 1.26'F). The rate of increase
over recent years is faster than at any recorded tirne past. Without accounting for
future increments in CO2 emissions fiom ongoing misuse of fossils to supply fuel-
energy requirements of increasing world populations, indications are that between
1850 and 2050, an average global temperature increase of not less than 2'/z"C will have
resulted, with the attendant increase in MSL. There are no causes for assuming,
moreover, that this heating trend now well under way is not continuous thereafter.
I The 'ecosphere' is the atmospheric, terrestrial and aquatic environment, the condition of which is vital to
life on Earth.
2 In Moses' book of Genesis, the rainbow symbolises God's promise not to destroy the Earth again by
flood; but this time Man is doing it himself....
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
The IPCC group of international scientists investigating climate change on behalf

of the United Nations, concluded in 2000 that the Earth's atmosphere is warming at a
quicker rate than previously realised, and that average global temperature will rise by
6" centigrade in the next hundred years, by 2100. There is no permanence or
'guarantee' on the existing healthy environs, given the addition of CO2 from the
activities of an intemperate species deficient of foresight. Climatic equability is fragile
and susceptible even at the best of times. Venus, our nearest planetary neighbour in
orbit at an average of 25,718,200 miles from Earth's circuitous path, is hostess to the
'greenhouse eff-ect' and has reached the average atmospheric temperature of 464"C,
with planet-wide gales constantly raging at hundreds of miles per hour. It is not herein
suggested that Venusian conditions will suddenly be arrived at overnight but, the
sounding of a warning note is most assuredly called for in the circumstances whereby
the results of this generation's mistakes will be visited upon the next.

Heat is the generator by which our weather systems are activated l. In addition to
raised seu levels, the danger and damage to life, property, agricultural production and
civilised order, caused by Global Warming, arise fiom:
floods; temperature increase enables prevailing currents of air to carry more moisture,
precipitating as increased rainfall upon the land. Warming of only a small fraction of
1"C can result in many more inches of rain trillions of tons of catastrophic floodwater,
viz. floods virtually simultaneously in England, France, Germany, Northern Italy, New
South Wales, Cambodia, Vietnam, Texas, Minnesota, Iowa, Florida, South Africa,
Siberia, Chile, Bangladesh, Taiwan and Mozambique; and,
from turbulent airstreums, storms, gales, cyclones, hunicanes and tornadoes, viz.
lif'e-destroying, devastating Hurricane Mitch in the Caribbean and Central America.

Numerous mortalities have resulted from Global Warming. Based on death and
destruction already perpetrated, Global Warming represents no less a threat to the
people of the world than World War. THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY
EQUATION has shown that the threat and damage from Global Warming by
emissions from the combustion of fossils, are totally needless, and inexcusable.

Increase in atmospheric temperature is sometimes nonchalantly dismissed as
"normal intermittent fluctuations." These conspiratorial statements are not backed by
the indications, nor by impartial scientific studies. This verbal shrug by representatives
of coal and oil interests, is the money-motivated, predictable attempted obscuration of
the fact that government and corporate Owners of coal and oil, would pref-er the
industrial world, ruinously and homicidally, to continue to consume their fossil
material. 'Fluctuations'do not satisfy these data. While the incaution of fbolishness is
to be regretted, the dissemination of falsehoods for short-term monetary gain is to be
condemned. Serious change in composition of the atmosphere, notably the CO2
increase, renders Global Warming to have resulted from the misuse of fossils as 'fuel'.

Unless immediate responsible legislation emplaces RESTORATION, the indications
are that Global Warming will continue'.
I The Gulf Stream circulates equatorial Atlantic Ocean water, keeping north-west Europe relatively warm;
but, from Global Warming's reduction of the Polar lcecap, quantities of extremely cold meltwater pushing
southwards are preventing the Gulf Stream from reaching northerly latitudes. So, paradoxically, Western
Europe is to receive generally longer winters and cooler, wetter summers liom Global Warming, interspersed
with intrusive fronts of warmer, moist air expanding from the South, frequently generating storms.
2 The RESTORATION Program would simultaneously enable eradication of World Famine and World
Poverty.
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Concerningfuel for world generation of electricity and modern transportation,
The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation Demonstrates:

l.) cannabis provides ample and prolific World Resource to Fuel-Energy;
2.) fuel from cannabis is non-polluting.

Combustion of cannabis-sourced f'uel emits only water H2O (as steam) and COz .
Regarding CO2 emission: during growth, plants absorb carbon fiom carbon dioxide in
the air. The carbon forms part of plants' biomass, which is pyrolyically convertible
into gasoline-type hydro-carbon fuel. On combustion, carbon bonds with oxygen: CO2
is released back into the atmosphere; but, an equivalent quantity of carbon is absorbed
by the next fuel-crop in cultivation: this is termed a 'closed-cycle' to signify no net
increase of atmospheric CO2 is produced by the use of cannabis for fuels.
Cannabis thus has an enormous immediate stabilising effect on Global Warming.

3.) The cannabis resource to fuel-energy is production-cost-free (ref. sections on
Economics of The CBEE, which follow), and,

4.) unlike the high-cost capital-intensive equipment, refinement and production
processes necessary with fossils, the process of pyrolysis, of producing high-octane
methanol-fuel, gases, and lubricants from cannabis, is also production-cost-free.
To recapitulate: following low-cost investment into simple hardware of the cast-iron
Pyrolysis Still, the superior pollution-fiee liquid Cannabis-Methanol fuel fbr all
world industrial and domestic energy requirements, produced in accord with The
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation, is free, i.e. nota bene: of no cash cost.

5.) Cannabis utilised for its many non-combusted pu{poses, such as superior but cheap
concrete building materials (see Isochanvre), absorbs atmospheric carbon which is
stored, not re-released. Cannabis used in this way, permanently subtracts from the
quantity of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,farther reducing Global Warming.

6.) If reversal of Global Warming has become advisable or imperative, mass-
production of cost-free crops of cannabis hurds compacted and stored (e.g. in disused
fossil-coal and other mines) forms a strategic energy reserve, and a biological 'sink',

extracting macro-tonnage of CO2 (carbon) from the atmosphere.

7.) Agricultural crop resources are renewable, not finite in quantity as are the fossils
misused as 'fuel'.

8.) The replacement for fossils and uranium is not only already discovered, it is also
cheap and safe: the technical, economic and resource conundrum of world
requirements is resolved by The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.

9.) Where fuel and energy-generation are concerned, the practical solution is at hand:
immediate rectification of Global Warming is commenced by implementation of The
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.

10.) If The CBEE were now mandated to a level of priority commensurate with its
self-evident importance, suitable measures would ensure its immediate worldwide
adoption. Tax, financial incentives, government loans and international technical
pyrolysis assistance, would ameliorate the global atmospheric environment and,
stimulate performance of the world economy by vast provision of cheap Fuel-Energy.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
When the danger from combustion of fbssils remained unrealised, their misuse as

'fuel' was purblind and unfortunate. However, since the danger was recognised, and
since the Scientific Solution to Global Warming was published and has circulated
since 1994, the protracted misuse of fossils as'fuel' by thefailure of governments to
implement The CBEE Solution, has been the wilful premeditated committing of a
political act in which large-scale homicide is implicated; an act for which individuals
of government and corporate institutions are accountable.

Politicians remain recalcitrant: none are so blind as those who will not see. This
book explains how magnates of corporations, and governments, comprised of the
executive, the legislature and the judiciary, amongst whom some persons are more
culpable than others, succumb to a corrupt money-motive to wage this World War of
Global Warming upon the people of the planet, by choice. Global Warming is a
catastrophe for which politicians have made themselves accountable. Allowing
continued build-up of atmospheric CO2 by emissions from consumption of coal and oil
is the indictable act of: Crime Against Humanity; Crime Against Peace; Betrayal;
Criminal Dereliction; and Conspiracy (Racket; tj.S.). By not adopting The CBEE,
politicians endanger All.

NO further increases in atmospheric CO2 from fuel-combustion are acceptable;
human lives continue to be taken and the world population remains at risk: misuse of
fossils as 'fuel' must be stopped at once. In delaying implementation of The
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation, governments become culpable for Homicide and
Genocide; individuals who comprise these governments represent legitimate targets of
public wrath and just retribution. Global CO2 emissions are attributed as follows:

North America.
Western European countries. . .

East European countries.
China.

28%
15%

2s%
go

There is now no serious dissent to the postulation that it is as certain as it is
possible to be that continued misuse of fossils as 'fuels', of coal, natural gas and oil,
threatens great and continually increasing detriment to the planetary environment.
Only the degree of the damage and the speed at which it can occur are in debate.
Taking the aforementioned most conservative consensual estimate of 2t/r"C average
Global Warming with attendant MSL increase of approximately 12 inches in 30 years
and 40 inches by 2100, large areas of land, productive coastal and low-lying plains,
scores of major cities and densely populated regions will be invaded by the sea. Unless
RESTORATION is implemented forthwith, to give but a very f'ew examples,
significant portions of Holland, Germany, Florida, the Great Chinese River Basin,
Bangladesh, East Anglia, New York, London, Tokyo and Venice, can expect
inundative obliteration within decades.

Prohibition of Cannabis stands in the way of a safe ecological future for Mankind.

RESPONSIBLE LEGISLATION.
The following legislation is immediately requisite worldwide:

l.- Misuse of fossils as ofuelo requires to be terminated with all celerity.

2.- RESTORATION requires adoption and implementation: Relegalisation of
Cannabis is indispensable. (Item 2 enables ltem 1 to be effectively achieved.)
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THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION:
SCIENTIFIC SOLUTION TO THE WORLD CRISIS.

Modern Uses of Cannabis.
For Mankind's macroeconomic requirements, energy derived from

cannabis is cheaper than energy liom coal, oil, natural gas, uranium, wind
and wave power, geo-thermal, pressed-seed vegetable oils, hydrogen-
from-water electrical separation, etc. Cannabis is the most economical
resource to fuel and energy known to Mankind. Cannabis-Methanol
provides fuel which is pollution-free. These statements are demonstrated as
fact in the ensuing pages, for the fnst time on record, by the analysis given
which comprises The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation (CBEE).

The Cannabis Biomass Resource and Pyrolysis Functions (CBRPF).

The best explanation of how cannabis can replace Mankind's misuse of fossils as
'fuel', and uranium, is contained in the following axiom:

"Everything which is derived from hydrocarbons can also be derived from
carbohydrates."

Carbohydrates are the basis of biomass; that is, organic material, plants and
organisms. Oil and coal are fossilised biomass. All are carbon-based matter. All
commercial goods (plastics, man-made fibres, products, paints, chemicals, etc.) tuel,
and energy now extracted from oil and coal can equally be produced from fresh,
recently grown biomass. The technical viability of biomass as a resorlrce to fuel and
energy is well established and demonstrated. See the following bibliography:
'Methanol Plantations in Hawaii,' IlawaiiNatural Energy lnstitute.
'Chemicals frorn Biomass: Petrochemical Substitution Options,' E. S. Lipinski, Batelle Columbus
Laboratories. Ohio.
'Pyrolysis of Wood Residues with a Vertical Bed Reactor,' J. A. Knight in 'Progress in Biomass
Conversion'  Vol.  l ,  Academic Press, N. Y.
'Comparative Yield Trials with Tree and Crass Energy Crops' R. V. Osgood & N. S. Dudley, Second
Pacific Biofirels Workshop, University of Hawaii.
'Thermochemical Production of Methanol from Biomass in Hawaii,' V. D. Philips, C. M. Kinoshita,
D. R. Neill & P. K. Takahashi, Hawaii Integrated Biofuels Research Program, Phase 2, Final Report,
Hawaii Natural Energy lnstitute, August, 1990.
Also see: Biomass Technology lnvestigative Reports of Georgia Institute of Technology, and Stanford
Research Institute, Stanfbrd University, California.
NOTA BE,NE.
l. lt is not intended herein to duplicate expositions which confirm the technical feasibility of biomass,
bLrt to show how cannabis uniquely comprises the most economical (cheapest) source of fuel-energy
known to Mankind. The sheer scale of monetary interest reveals the intensity of the corrupt motive
behind unlawful introduction and prolongation of controls on people's traditional private cultivation,
trade, possession and uses of cannabis. The ulterior motive is t:ontpouncled with those noted in
subsequent Parts.
2. Inexorable legal, social, economic, health and ecological reasons require the Abolition of all
controls: The Relegalisation of Cannabis.
3. Knowledge about cannabis and understanding of ulterior inducements expose Cannabis Prohibition
(controls) to be grave and mortal crime.
4. 

'Ihe 
macro-economics of The CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUAT|ON lay bare the mens

rea, and establish the deepest culpability, of individuals, corporations and governments involved.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.

The Pvrolvtic Reactor
A Fractionating Column for the

Destructive Distillation of Biomass
to Obtain Fuel & Products.

HTU GAS

CAHHAFI$
Bt*116A$$

TAR & CHARCOAL

.
The concept of energy from biomass is as old as Man s pre-historical 'Mastery of

Fire'. Firewood for cooking, heating and warding off predatory beasts in the nlght
represents exploitation by humans of biomass fbr energy. Subterranean coal and 6i1,
high in accumulated sulphurous content, are fossilised biomass, the accretion in the
Earth over past aeons of concentrations of organic material, plants and organisms.

Cannabis is the most prolific of all low-moisture woody plant species. 7i to 80 per
cent of the biomass of cannabis is comprised of cellutose, a carbohydrate ideal for
conversion into the hydrocarbons of fuel. Improved on by modern techniques to
achieve efficient conversion of biomass into fuel, pyrolysis is one of Mankind's
earliest technologies, an ancient skill used in Pharaonic times to produce oleaginous
embalming fluid for mummification. The same process is used today to refine oil.

Pyrolysis is tle decomposing of biomass (fresh or fossil) by the heat of anaerobic
(reduced air) combustion which converts organic material into gases and/irfuel oils.

Fresh biomass is the direct substitute fbr the fbssilised biomass of coal and petroleum.,
With the hot 'oflgases' collecte4 which cool to condense into liquid fuels, pyrolysis is known
i1 modem refining as 'thermochemical decomposition' or as 'wood distillation', or as'destructive distillation'. To achieve an economy based on fresh biomass requires the
cultivation of enough suitable biomass to replace coal, oil and uranium, fbr transportation fuels
and electricity generation, to meet domestic and industrial needs. On fi15t impressions, this
would seem an ambitiorn target requiring much land devoted to food production, but,
demonstrated as follows by The CBEE, deeper examination reveals that,firstly,coal, oil, natural
gas and uranium per BTU produced are not economic compared to cannibis as fuel-energy
resource. (Prohibition aside) to produce enough Cannabis Biomass to power the modem
techno-industrial World requires only the fulfilment of the {trndamental commercial aspect: the
farmer produces that crop which profits him and is in deman d,. Secondly, gross fbod production
is not diminished at all, or will be increasedby substituting cannabis foipresent produce.

II'ItrTHA]*Ot
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The Miniature Home Pyrolvsis Still.
The Miniature Home Pyrolysis Still is simple to manufacture or make at home

from a garbage can, piping and a barrel. It is cheap. portable, and very effective; viz.
Southern France in World War II. Atso see Nore '. The manuf-actured version is comprised
of iron collars shaped to reduce in size conically, placed atop one another, connected
to a metal chirnney exit pipe, leading to the familiar coiled distillation cooling pipe
(which can be run through a tank to provide warm water). Any closed oven suffices.
The coil feeds a barrel. Lit with embers, dry biomass^smoulders in the Still, the off-gas
condensing to yield methyl alsohol (i.e. methanol) '. Only one person is required to
move, re-mount or operate the device. Following minimal investment into the
purchase of a Pyrolysis Still and the electricity motor-generator, the small-scale
production of cannabis crops processed into methanol offbrs duty-free fuel and free-electricity 

to every allotmeni-using household 3. After Relegilisation, without a
Pyrolysis Still the backyard kitchen-garden, allotment, market-garden, or farm, will be
inadequately equipped. From the smallholding's limited acreage, by cannabis
cultivation fbr profitable seed-food, relaxant and fibre crops, the homestead
simultaneously becomes self-sfficient in cost-free fuel for transport and generation of
electricity for cooking, lighting, and heating, w,ith fuel surplus for sale. Interestingly,
fbr the last forty years, the Indy series race cars have been fuelled by methanol.

After Cannabis Relegalisation, the Home Pyrolysis Still will be in private use
ev e ryn+, h ere, embodyin g the Universal Re-Democratisation of Fuel-f, nerry Production.
The prospect of fuel-energy again being fiee to producers, and very cheap and duty-
fiee to customers and people at large, represents liberation from the unnatural
enslaving economic domination of Mankind by small numbers of undemocratic
individuals, magnates and politicians.

Large Stills are equally simple to construct and run, to process macro-agriculfural
(large-scale) production of cannabis into fuel, cheaply fulfilling all mass energy needs,
electricity power stations, and public and private transport for city populations.

The following reflects upon conspiratorial impedimenta to Cannabis Relegalisation.
Purporting to 'educate', the Owned and controlled mass media broadcast 'documentaries'

throughout the world, imparting disinformation intended to 'dismiss' the viability of
methanol, while advocating introduction of exceedingly expensive complicated fuel-
technologies, which all pollute at some stage of their energy production, but which yield
control of energy supplies to their f-ew Owners and government. Methanol is wrongly
'dismissed' as a substifute for fossils on the false notion that its combustion releases CO2
"like lbssils." This is rniseducation by omission, fbr, as mentioned, the equivalent of all
CO2 emitted is re-absorbed by the next fuel crop in production: there is zero-increase-net
of COz in the atmosphere fiom the use of methanol derived from fiesh cannabis biomass
and no pollution whatsoever. Confirmed by the chemical equation of cornbustion (which
follows), Cannabi s-Methanol is comp letely pol lution fiee.
I Note that, with limited availability of petroleum products brought about by Royal Naval blockade, the
motorised blitzkrieg of the German war effort and invasions were fuelled on methanol (also called
'synthetic' fuel and lubricants).
2 Methanol, Fuel Oils and charcoal derived lrom fresh biomass do not contain the sulphur accumulated
by fossils, thereby providing an environmentally clean, i.e. GREEN SOLUTION, the alternative to coal,
oil and potentially catastrophic uranium in the generation of electricity; viz. Chernobyl. Sulphur released
by fossil combustion is cause to Acid Rain, the dilute sulphuric acid destroyer of fresh water, micro-
organismso fish, wildlife and trees.
3 Duty, i.e. government tax on sale, is largest component in the price of fuel-energy; c 70-80 7o in Europe.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
Special Attributes of Cannabis:

Of all known plant species, cannabis delivers the most economically efficient
biomass fuel-energy as a result of inherent attributes, sumrnarised as follows:-
1. Cannabis is the most prolific of all low-moisture, woody plant species. Cannabis
grows well in all climes where Mankind lives. A good crop in sub-tropical Florida
produces approximately 18 tons of biomassper acre [ = 0.+ hectares]. Cannabis grows
to full biomass production in only 4 months '.

2. Cannabis is a low-moisture wooden plant. Of other prolific biomass species, sugar cane
(tropics only) maize, napier and kanaf, all produce less biomass per 4 months' period (grown
in the same soil and clirnatic conditions). Unlike cannabis, all of those species mentioned are
of high moisture content. High moisture plants require pre-drying before pyrolysis, thereby
consuming significant quantities of BTU's before delivering them, devaluing the worth of
their contribution. Also, by cornparison with cannabis, those species are markedly less
economical both to cultivate and to process. Seen in Brazil's (Volkswagen) largescale ethanol
production to reduce oil imports, high moisture plants lend themselves to the energy
production system of bio-chemical (sugar fbnnentation) conversion to ethanol (ethyl alcohol).
This is a very different, energy-consuming and investment-capital-intensive slow procedure.
Publicly confirmed by the Vice-President of VW in 1996, ethanol is uteconomical compared
to the efficient rnethod of fuel-energy production of methanol by pyrolysis.
3. The internal cotnbustion engine runs well on methanol, without causing any
pollution. (See section V of The Economics of The CBRPF.)
4. Cannabis fuel-energy can be made immediately available in all climatic conditions
(where Mankind lives).
5. After malt and seedling stage, cannabis requires and retains less water than nrost
plants, and can survive drought.
6. Cannabis survives temporary floods, having deep roots which penetrate l0 to 12
inches in only the first 4-6 weeks. (Grasses generally penetrate 3-6 ins.) Cannabis has
an important beneficial effect in reducing topsoil erosion by monsoon and heavy rains.
J. Cannabis survives intermittent frosts, having been observed in the Califbrnian
Sierras to tolerate lnore than 20 degrees of frost, i.e. down to below 12'F (- I 1 'C).

8. Cannabis does not require fertiliser. (It responds, like all plants, to manure and good
soil, but does well without.)
9. Cannabis flourishes even on marginal (unproductive) land.
10. Cannabis does not exhaust the fertility z of soil on which it grows; and it improves
soil by: a.) lea{:shedding throughout the growth cycle, which assists moisture retention
in the soil and promotes humus; b.) deep roots which unclog and aerate soil; c.) stands
of cannabis hemp grow densely, denying tares, thistles and other weeds the
opportunity of growth. Cannabis is found to clear land of persistent recurring weeds.
As shown in Kentucky and Wisconsin, after many years of continuous cannabis
production (over seven and up to fifteen years) other crops cultivated subsequently on
the same land are found to grow well ''.
I See: 'Fitrer Crops,' J.M. Dempsey, University Presses of Florida.
2 See: Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture,' 1913, page 321. Also see: USDA Bulletin
404, 1976,' L.H. Dewey, Botanist-in-Charge of Fiber Plant Investigations, & J.L. Merri l l , Plant-Chemist,
Bureau of Plant Industry.
3 lbid. Also see: 'The Writings of Thomas Jefferson,'edited by H.A. Washington, Lipincotts, Philadelphia. In
addition to law, judicature and Human Rights, the writings of Third U.S. President Thomas Jefferson, author
of the Declaration of Independence, have relevance in cannabis cultivation, trade and Agronomics.
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Prohibition of Cannabis disallows the most cultivable, optimum
dry biomass plant species on Earth, uniquely and immediately
capable of the economical (cheap) replacement of all Mankind's
misuse of high-pollutant, costly fossils and uraniumo for energy,

petro-chemical products, gasoline and plastics.

THE CANNABIS BIOMASS RESOURCE
and PYROLYSIS FUNCTIONS:

The CBRPF
versus

FOSSLS & TJRANIUM
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
Economics of The Cannatris Biomass Energv Equation;

The Cannabis Biomass Resource And Pvrolvsis Functions.
In energy generation, that exigence all-important to Flurnankind, advantageous

properties unique to cannabis render it commercially superior to every other resource.
There are more ways than one of presenting the esoteric f-acts and figures of The
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation but, however galling these truths are to the
cannabis-Prohibitionist lobby, they amount to the following transfixing conclusions:

l- Cannabis Sativa, the THC-rich full-size variety, is the plant species best adapted
to the commercial and other requirements of the Biomass Function.

2- The Cannabis Biomass Resource and Pyrolysis Functions (CBRPF) are available
lbr the eff-rcient, effeotive total replacement of uranium and fbssils misused as
' fuel ' .

3- Cannabis produces the BTU's of fuel-energy more economically than coal, oil,
natural gas, uranium, wind and wave-power, geo-therrnal, and hydrogen-fiom-
water electrical separation, etc.

4- All Mankind's fbreseeable fuel and energy requirements can be met by the
Cannabis Biomass Resource and Pvrolvsis Functions.

By the CBRPF, populations everywhere can avail thernselves of cheap fuel, staple
food, energy and industrial resources, all from cannabis cultivated to supply
levels of, or outstrip, demand. Strategic stockpiles can be aflbrded. The Standard
of Living lbr entire populations, including those now sullbring in acute want, may
be ameliorated speedily, far beyond the expectations of- current economic trends
and the inevitably dour forecasts based on present high-cost energy and resources.

The commercial superiority of Cannabis the potential death-knell to misuse of
fossils and nuclear fission-is demonstrated by the following plain facts:

[. Crops of f-emale cannabis produce abundant seed, a valued traditional staple food '.

(Seed does not contain relaxant ingredients.) Seed comprises at maturity more than
half the total weight of a large plant, which yields more protein-rich lbod per acre than
the grasses (wheat, rtce, maize, etc.) and other crops such as potatoes and manioc
(tapioca/cassava). Including income to the farmer, seed profitably covers the cost of
producing the crop.

The trunk and branches of the cannabis plant are comprised of wood (called
hurds) sheathed in fibres which run the length of the plant. 77 to 80 per cent of the
wood is comprised of cellulose. Farmers sometimes select and uproot young male
plants when growing crops for seed, leaving space for the seed-bearing, larger fbrnale
plant to reach full capacity. These juvenile plants yield hurds (wood) and especially
fine ftbre. Males displaying advantageous propensities are allowed to grow to maturity
to pollinate the females. At harvest time, seeds from females with preferred attributes,
e.g. relaxant-tonic strength, quantity of biomass (plant size) or seed yield, etc., are
selectively retained fbr next season's planting.

Mild climates provide more than one season's crop in a year, and warmer zones
can produce three full crops per year'.
I See 'Cannabis Hemp Seeds: The Most Nutritionally Complete Food Source on Earth,' Lynn and Judy
Osburn.
2 See USDA Publications listed in bibliography. Also see: Popular Mechanics Magazine, February, 1938.



Uranium
Nota Bene: Whilst growing fbr profitable, nutritious seed,
the fibres fiom mature plants are also production-cost-free,
another profitable product. (See III.)

THE REPORT. CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE t,AW.

SEED: -seed, staple food of high protein content, containing the requisite fatty and
amino acids essential to the efficient working of the human immune system
-polyunsaturate ve getabl e oil/margarine/nut-butter (re f. I ater section : Cannabi s
Resources)
-pressed seedcake, highly nutritious hurnan fbod
-pressed seedcake, high quality f-eed for livestock
-seed, food for domestic pets

After harvesting the seed, and then mechanical decortication (fibre separation), the
remaining wood 'hurdso amount to approximately 80 per cent of the plant's biomass.
These cellulose-rich bulk residues are a production-cost-free by-product.

PRODUCTION.COST.FREE DISCOVERY AND EXTRACTION

Hurds - $0 Coal - $, some
- $ many
- $ great many
in addition to the hurds,
providing the fanner with

oil

Pyrolysis of Cannabis Biomass, in particular the hurds, yields all the requisite
(energy of) fuels and gases, for which coal, natural gas, oil and uranium are at present
the pricey source. By comparison, it is seen that:
Cannabis Biomass vields:- BTU's cheap; and is renewable,

available everywhere, stable supply,
ecologically non-pollutant. . .

Whereas,
fossils, or nuclear fission yield:- BTU's of high price; are semi-rare,

finite quantity, unstable prices,
aggravated politics,
strategic dependence,
ecologically destructive. . .

II. By pyrolysis conversion, biomass delivers 5,000-8,000 BTU's per pound.
Approximately 6 per cent of the agricultural land area of the contigtrous United States
would produce more Cannabis Biomass than is required to supply all current demand
1br gasoline, diesel and oil for that energy-voracious country. From only 2 crops (8
months, temperate climate) each acre will produce not less than 20 tons of Cannabis
Biomass Hurds, which yield 2,000 gallons of methanol. This estimate is minimised:
the large 'THC-rich' I Sitivas yield much more hurds-biomass per ucr"'.

Strains of plants vary greatly; e.g. Sativa, Indica, Ruderalis, Americana, etc. The
non-relaxant 'low-THC' -' hybrids grown under license in various countries (France,
Germany, Britain, etc.) are also poor in yield of biomass, fibre and cellulose.
I & 3 THC does not existwithin cannabis plants, wherein THC combines with other molecules, making it
into another compound, which is the non-toxic natural herb. Toxic concentrates of laboratory-isolated
chemical compound THC have unique attributes which differ widely from cannatris. Ref. Convenient
Language,  and:  'THC'  ls  Not  'Cannabis ' ,  in  Par t  One.
2 Cf. the large Sativas grown in China, Florida, and at the USDA facil i ty in Mississippi. Rel. USDA Photo
shown.
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The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation.
Sufllcient acreage is immediately available lbr Cannabis Biomass production

which f-ar exceeds U.S. transportation requirements. The "National Soil Bank,s,,
registered fallow land -(approximately 89 million acres)- can be planted with soil-
enriching and non-dePletiver' cannabis as a f-allow rotation crop, producing enough
methanol, oil and BTU-gas ' to enable the United States to become a net t$t-.n.r[y
exporter. This is achievable without planting up a single new acre or subtracting laii
area from current food production. However, noted pr&iously, cannabis grows *ill on
marginal (unproductive) land. Crops therefrom woutd add value to those acreages of
vast total, now considered to be of little or no worth. The enormous quantity of
marginal land provides virtually unlimited scope fbr huge increases in production o1,
the cheap clean fuel-energy of cannabis, fbr inio the future. Cannabis only requires a
short growing season (4 months) and can be sown relatively early or late. So, when
turning prime land over to cannabis crops and hurds' production, oih"1. produce can be
grown on the same land in the same year. Farmers will want to cultivaie cannabis for
its profitability. The plant has multiple valued applications; ref-. Traditional uses.
I Ref. Special Attributes of Cannabis.
2 This_clean-burning product for generators, cookers, heaters, etc., is called BTU-gas to differentiate it from
gas (oline).

t
Relegalised Cannabis enters the market in competition with petroleum products,

wheat, cotton, lumber, etc., in the largescale produition of fuel-energy, staple seed-
food and commercial goods. Many thousandi of miles of rolling Si-eppes, prairies,
Veldt' Savannah, Pampas and nations' agricultural grasslands are covered with
cannabis waving in the breeze, absorbing atmospheric carbon.

Where Prohibition only allowed wheat, maize, rice, cotton, etc., now, hundreds of
thousands of tons _of cannabis foliage, seed, fibre and hurds will also be in flelds, in
use' in silos, warehouses, factories and power stations, in gardens, homes and shops,
and constantly on their way to and fro domestic or commircial processing plants'oi
every type and size, in trailers, trucks and trains from and through every viliage and
town.

lII. Cannabis traditionally provides superior frbres for textiles and clothins.
Approximately 20 per cent of the hemp stem is comprised of fibre 3. Again, in thls
instance the wood-hurds are rendered production-cosi-free, as is the ,".J, b"ing by-
products of crops grown for profitable flbre. The educational facts about cannabis fibre
which, since introduction of Prohibition have been to date generally suppressed, are
that, by a variety of cultivation and/or processing techniques, iannabii comprises:

A.) the most cultivable of the fibre-source plant species;
B.) the most economic ftbre resource known, and
c.) the resource to every epe of fibre in industrial and domestic use.
Mature and post-mature plants (i.e. cropped afier seeding) yield long fibres (up to

several feet in length) of easily worked, intense strength, ind watei-rot resistant
characteristics. These are source to the traditional canvas products, including sailcloth,
carpets, tapestries, etc., and currently provide all the field tents to the Russiai Army.

-. - By contrast, juvenile plants yield soft, fine fibres, suited to production of the
lighter types of gannent now associated with cotton. Still finer fibres are obtained
when stands of cannabis are cultivated in extreme density (a seed sown approxirnately
3 See: Mechanical Engineering Magazine, February, 1937. Also see USDA publications listed in Uintiograptry. 
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THE REPORT. CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HTIMAN RIGHTS AND THE LAW.

every two square inches) and then cropped at juvenile stage. These are of similar
quality, but superior durability, to the lightest, sottest of silks, and cotlon-velours, with
which they compete. By varying cultivation methods and age at croppin5, every grade
offibre, and hence of yarn, between these examples is produced from cannabis.

However, cropping after seed-production is of economic advantage, because seed
provides food vegetable oil of mild flavour suited to cuisine, while the remaining
pressed seed is sirnilar to soya in protein, caloriflc and nutritional value, i.e. superior
to 'grasses', wheat, barley, maize, rice. Seed-crops render by-products, i.e. the hurds,
the relaxant and the fibres, production-cost-free. Fibre from mature plants, being
subjected to the 1924 patented, Cottonisation or Dresden Process (a simple, cheap
cold-chlorination technique) is transformed into a level-dyeing, pliable, soft, lustrous
flbre, in all physical respects indistinguishable lrom cotton. Before Prohibition,
Dresden 'Cotton' came profitably onto the market at considerably less than half the
price of the cheapesl kinds of cofton '. Without governments' conspiratorial
monopoly-control revenue and profit protection-racket by Prohibition, to fulfil
demand of a normal market, ubiquitous production of Dresden Cotton would eliminate
the profitability, and therefbre commercial cultivation, of ordinary cotton. Likewise,
cannubis renders all fossil-derived products commercially obsolete: e.g. Cellulosic
Polymerisation of the cellulose-rich production-cost-tiee cannabis hurds profitably
yields: plastics (all types) and the man-made fibres (e.g. nylons; 2.

The CBEE establishes that, following low-cost investment into the Pyrolysis Still,
I Fuel produced from cannabis is free; i.e. of no cash cost. I
The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation shows the farmer's production-cost-free hurds

fuel and plastics' resource, profitably undercuts the price of fossils misused as 'resources' or
'fuel'. In greatest contrast, the commercially redundant 'fuel', electricity, thermal units and
products sourced fiom fbssils and uraniun are always more expensive than equivalent
products sourced liorn cannabis. Further, production costs associated with the fossik und
uroniam, qre enormous, i.e. of discovery, extraction (viz. drilling; marine oil platforms;
coal mines), dishibution (e.g. by vulnerable ocean-going tankers), and of capital-intensive,
energy-consuming refinement into usable lbrms. This polluting and preposterous exercise
only remains commercially viable to the minority of countries and corporations involved,
for as long as politicians continue to conspire to prohibit cannabis unlawfully. Each
continent is capable of producing surplus cannabis-fuel tbr all energy needs, which
eliminates transport by ocean-going oil-tankers, rendering their related environmentsl
disasters a thing of the past.

Take note! cotton producers, India, Pakistan, Egypt, China, Uzbekistan, and
Brazll, of the following Exemplary Fact of Cannabis Relegalisation:
Turning the Mississippi Cotton Region over to farm production of profitable
Dresden Cotton, also simultaneously produces production-cost-free cannabis
grain staple food surplus, and (far more than) enough production-cost-free
hurds-sourced fuel-energy to satisfy all U.S. transportation requirements.

Implementation of THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION makes
such socio-economic and ecological benefits irnmediately available fiom everJ/
agriculturally produotive region, to all populations of the World.

I See Staatliches Material Priifungsaml 1924. Also see: Professor Paul Boerman, Manchester Guardian (U.K.)19A.
2 Plastics derive equally fiom hydroeadrons or carbohydrates Cellulosic potyrnen were invented liom vegetative sourcrs
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
NorA BENE: A. Implementation of THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGy
EQUATION proffers a revolutionarily ameliorative transformation to the socio-
economic condition of the entire world population.
B. Apropos of GLOBAL WARMING: Replacement of fbssils by the cannabis
resource makes an immediate reduction of not less than 80 per cent, i.e. an eight-tenths
plus cut in emissions of Global Warming CO2 gas, and,
C. utilised for its numerotts non-combusted purposesl eannabis significantly subtracts
from extant atmospheric CO2.

[V. Consider an alternative crop: the THC-rich Sativas grow up to and over l5 f'eet (c.
5 metres) in height, yielding large flowertops for commercial products of the health-
improving relaxant-tonic. (Ref. Parts One, Three, Four & Five on Health.) Cropped for
relaxant, the hurds and fibre are, again, production-cost-free by-products. (Currently,
this traditional industry is under the illegal Prohibition.) CannaLii hurds are the ideal
resource to paper, card products, and newsprint. Tree wood pulp, thick with lignin
(the substance which hardens wood cells enabling trees to stand) requires much .Jttty
processing by sulphuric acid to break it down. Chlorine is often resorted to as i'whitener', deadly dioxins being the inevitable but unwanted consequence of this
processing. 'Run-off has over the years poisoned many lakes and riveis of the E.C.,
East Europe and the U.S. Even the oceans-(e.g. Baltic and North Sea) are susceptible to
pollution by these industrial wastes, with adverse eflbcts on wildlif'e. By iontrast,
minimal acids are required in the breakdown of cannabis hurds fbr wood-pulp.

Being production-cost-free, the wood-hurds undercut the price of lumber by 100
per cent of the costs of lumber production, rendering trees commercially redundant.
Legal cannabis has long been perceived as a 'threat' to the profitr oi O*ners of
commercial forestation '. Cannabis hurds were confirmed in preference to trees as
resource to wood-pulp for production of all paper products, by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin 404, in 1916. Publication by Researchers Lyster ilewey and
Jason Merrill, of the economic and technical superiority of the cannabis hemp plant
over trees, publicly declared the ecologically significant breakthrough discoo"ii"r,
l. production confirmed cannabis hemp hurds t *or" economic and easier-workecJ

source of pulp than trees, for all types of paper, newspaper-print, and carcl;
2. the products made from cannabis are of superior quality;

3. the crop from I acre of cannabis hemp grown to maturity in four months produces as
much paper-pulp rcrw material as 4. I acres of trees in twelve"months' groith 3 

;
4- the cannabis resource is available within 4 months (a growth season), but trees

require many years' growth before becoming suitable to harvest.
I Viz. the instigation of widespread Prohibit ion disinl 'ormation and propaganda by forest and paper-
production-mill Owner, the newspaper magnate Will iam Randolph Uearst; ref. section entif led The
Marijuana Tax Act, 1937.
2 Traditionally, paper was made from cannabis hemp fibre products (ReL Traditional Uses) The sulphuric acid
prccessing of tree carne into use during the latter paft of the Nineteenth Century before hurds-fionrfibre mechanisation
had been develo@. Dewey and Merrill foresaw shortages of trees and demonstrated, by use of hulds instead, not only has
the wholeafe detmction of forests treen wanton, but cannabis pnrducb aresup,norrantlmore economic.
3 See Bulletin 4M, USDA; 1916. Nota Bene: In some growing areas, a secorul, and the warmer z)nes a thiruI, crop of
cannabis hemp can be produced in twelve monthg without soil depletion (or other food and cash crops may be
cultivated on the same land in the same year, if prime land is used). Cannabis produces good crops even on .marginal
lando where yields of other crops are negligible. Cannabis grown for relaxant-tonig or cereal-seed plus oi[ or fi6res,
etc.'renders the hurds-paper-pulp resourceproduction<ost-free, prolitably undercutting the price of lumber.
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USDA Bulletin 404 stated the deduction that cannabis would become the largest
agricultural industry in the United States. It will yet be proved correct...but how much
more human and ecological damage will this Prohibition wreak before the People are
awakened to the truth of its illegality... Since 1937 (instigation of Prohibition in the
U.S./, at least half of the world's trees have been cut down to make pap"r' . But fbr the
Prohibition, most of these trees would still be standing today, absorbing the carbon of
atmospheric CO2 , oxygenating the atmosphere.

It seems certain that the aware and well-informed cttizen-taxpayer would
enthusiastically support a state-political policy whereby the public finance the
purchase at a full and premium price at once, of some commercial timberland now in
private hands, whose owners choose voluntarily to realise their investment by sale, so
that these fbrested areas be protected under suitable designation as public parkland.
The trees may then be allowed to stand undiminished by the lumberjack's axe. Further,
the re-forestation of great tracts by re-introduced variegated deciduous woodlands
(rather than coniferous mono-culture) and the conservation of the few remaining
woods, will beautify the countryside, provide wildlife habitat, and make a practical
contribution to stabilisation of the Global Warming trend. Such desirable measures
only become practicable and economic fbllowing complete Cannabis Relegalisation,
by which cannabis will replace most demands fbr commercial timber.
I See'Crimping Progress by Banning Hemp,'Alan W. Bock, Orange County Rcgistcr.

V. Pyrolysis of Cannabis Biomass produces hydro-carbon substitutes; gasoline and
kerosene-paraffin jet-fuel substitute methanol, fuel-oils, gases, lubricants, varnishes,
bituminous asphalt, tars, charcoal, etc. The thermochemical decomposition can be
adjusted to favour production of desired end products. If required, the injection of air
(oxygen) consumes residual charcoal releasing its constituents. Used in this 'gasifier'

mode, by increasing heat, pressure and adding such catalysts, methanol production is
maximised at approximately 100 gallons per ton of biornass'. Methanol (CH3OH) has
always been the cheap, pollution-free and practical alternative to petrol/gasoline and
diesel. The Internal Combustion Engine receives less wear fiom combustion of
methanol. By clean combustion, continued utility of the powerful Intemal Cornbustion
Engine is prolonged by cannabis-methanol, far into the future.

Electricity power generating stations can be run off rnethanol, or Cannabis
Biomass Pyrolysis fuel-oil, which is similar to home-heating oil, and/or use compacted
charcoal brickettes directly, in place of fbssils. (Until the near total removal of many
fine forests, e.g. Sherwood and those of the Black Country, the pyrolytic production of
charcoal was a large industry. Charcoal was the principal fuel to the early stages of the
Industrial Revolution. Coal then replaced dwindling supplies of charcoal.)

In addition to the radically ameliorative economic aspects of production-cost-free
fuel-energy, cannabis also yields fuel pref-erable on ecological grounds-of great
importance is the fact that cannabis-methanol combustion releases only CO2 and H2O
(as steam). (See chemical equation which follows.) City areas would be thus
cornpletely relieved from the present foul and unhealthy photo-chemical smog-
pollution from fossil combustion emissions by cars, trucks, buses, generators, home-
heating and power stations. Viz. Paris, Los Angeles, Tokyo, S5o Paulo, etc.
2 See 'Methanol from Wood: A Crit ical Assessment,' R.M. Rowell & A.E. Hokanson in 'Progress in
Biomass Conversion,'Vol. l, Academic Press, N.Y.
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The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation.
Cannabis fuel-energy products have further advantages over oil and coal:

The considerable and repeated costs of installing mandatory anti-pollution devices
in the consumption of fbssils fbr electricity generation by power stations (e.g.
smokestack sulphur 'scrubbers') are not incurred when the non-pollutant fuel-
energy products of the Cannabis Biomass Resource and Pyrolysis Functions are
employed. This renders Cannabis-Methanol and Cannabis Biomass Pyrolysis fuel-
oils still more cost-eff-ective.
Charcoal, which has the same enthalpic value as coal, is a production-cost-free by-
product of standard biomass pyrolysis (not gasifier) production of Cannabis-
Methanol and fuel oils (see the Pyrolysis Still diagrams). The residual charcoal
from cannabis hurds profitably undercuts the price of coal by 100 per cent of the
cost of coal's discovery and extraction. Production-cost-fiee products of CBRPF
(methanol, etc.) are always more economical (cheaper) than commercial coal.
Cannabis is agriculturally replaceable, not a resource of diminishing finite quantity.

From the ecological viewpoint, Cannabis-Methanol and Cannabis Biomass
Pyrolysis I'uel-oils are incomparably pref-erable to coal, as they are not source to the
pollutant sulphur off-gas of fossil combustion, which produces the environmentally
damaging sulphuric Acid Rain.

NOTA BENE:
Chemical Equation for complete (i.e. clean) combustion of cannabis-methanol:

2CH3OH + 3Oz ---+ 2CO2 * 4H2O.
Three molecules of oxygen (3 Oz) are required for every two molecules o1'

methanol (2 CH3OH) in order that combustion of the latter will be complete. Any
higher proportion of 02 will be an excess; combustion will also be complete, and some
unused 02 wi l l  remain.

Regarding carbon dioxide released by cannabis-methanol and CBRPF fuel-oil
combustion, a grester quantity of carbon ts re-absorbed from the atmosphere by
growth of the next cannabis crops in cultivation, for: relaxant; non-combusted staple
seed food; clothing and textiles; paper and newsprint; building-materials (see
Isochanvre); timber-substitutes; plastics-resource; etc., in addition to cannabis crops
produced for the hurds resource to fuels.

Implementation of The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation
initiates ^ beneficial all-encompassing, immediate stabilising
influence on the 'greenhouse effect' of Global Warming:

l.)bv reducine to Zael,lQ, the world fuel-combustion component
of overall carbon dioxide atmospheric increase, and

2.)by subtractins from atmospheric CO2 whenever cannabis is
utilised as resource to non-combusted products (see list in
previous paragraph).

Past and continuing Failure to implement The Cannabis
Biomass Energy Equation, implicates politicians in judicable
homicide, and indicts politicians' betrayalo dereliction and
criminal conspiracy.

B.

C.

D.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE CBEE.
In the last hundred years, there has not been a single ecologically-pertinent f-act,

theory or postulation embodying practicable potentials as beneficial to the planet and
the well-being of its peoples as those of The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation. This
formulation resolves Mankind's most crucial predicament in Economic Affairs and
Ecology, to have arisen since the incipience of The Industrial Revolution. Abolition of
controls on cannabis renders uranium and the fossil pollutants:

A. commercially obsolete/economically redundant, and
B. achieves their replacementwithout pollution, while
C. the Economy of the entire world thereby vastly benefits from significantly

reduced ettergv prices.

The CBEE establishes for the first time on public record that fuel-energy sourced
from the renewable, pollution-fiee resource of flora in the fbrm of cannabis, achieves
uniquely economical replacement of fossils and uranium. It is providential that
cannabis is ecologically compatible too. There has been no (good) reason to delay
implementation of The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation to power industrial and
technological civilisation. Reduced costs of fuel-energy give a boost to every activity
of industry, manufacturing and service. At domestic and local level, pyrolysis facilities
producing methanol, fuel-oils and lubricants, would provide employment and protect
people from the vagaries of petroleum politics, high energy prices and the
monopolistic stranglehold of the petro-chemical giant. Small and intermediate
communities would enjoy a re-birth of prosperity, initiative and productivity. By
implementing The CBEE, every village and town has the potential to achieve self--
sufficiency in energy, fbod and resources, including those people now suffbring deep
deprivation across the continents of the Third World. Large-scale industry and cities
would all beneflt from increased energy supplies at lower prices.

Energy enables all industry (service and manufacturing) and human consumption
(heating, cooking, lighting, transport). On a planet-wide average, eight-tenths of the Cost
of Living fbr each person are accounted for by energy related expenditures, resulting
from: resource discovery, recovery, supply; transportation; refinery; generation,
distribution, retail; ctnd the largest componentz government duties (sale-taxes). Four-fifths
of the cost of all commercial goods and services are based on the cost of energy. Over 80
per cent of the value of Stock traded on the Exchanges of the world is in companies
involved in the provision of energy. The Economy of the whole World is put on a false-
footing by political Denial (i.e. Prohibition) of the Cannabis Resource. More pernicious
than instability, Prohibition results rn an impoverishmenr f'elt by the majority of the world
population, being those people least able to afford the present high cost of energy, fbod,
services and manufactured goods.

Heightened energy costs cause economic instability, increasing, potentially to
socially unendurable levels, unemployment, recession, 'stag-flation' and slump.
Firstly, this presages economic (trade) and military wars to acquire and/or protect
valued resources of all types, and secondly, thrs provides a spur to repeated internal
civil strife, which provokes the familiar state enforcement/rnilitary response to
'control' emergencies inflicted upon riven populations. Continuing fbilure to
Relegalise accelerates degeneration, whereby the total demise of Democracy becomes
likely, perhaps inevitable.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
The failure to adopt The CBEE by governments does not simply depress the world

economy: far worse, both the socio-economic and climate change aspects of The
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation establish that the politicians' intentional delay is
homicidal. It is also already the cause of war (viz. the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait). Oil
becomes scarce and of yet higher prices. The permitted energy generation techniques and
the so-called 'new alternative' energy sources are relatively unproductive or of increasing
industrial complexity and require capital investment of scale. So, governments' know that
procrastination in implernentation of The CIIEE works to their frnancial advantage and
increments the hegemony of govemment and corporate Owners of the fossils. Thus, the
failure of governments to inrplement The CBEE to date, is explained.

The politicians' Prohibition installs a racketeering monopolistic profit protection
of unnecessarily expensive and otlrerwise redundant resources and products in the
markets and shops of the modern world. At the foundation of what purports to be the
Western free enterprise or Free Market system, there is a firndamental destructive lie.
At the core of any nation's Economic System wherein Cannabis Prohibition is enacted
(Free, or Social-Mixed Market or state-owned) by political means, macro-Extortion by
Prohibition supervenes as a mechanism of overall economic control and human
oppression. Cannabis is banned, not in reality fbr the given pretexts. Cannabis is
banned because, if it were legal, most of its economic benefits v,-ould accrue to the
general populatiorz, while business concerns of great scale, comprised of individuals,
syndicated financial combines, institutions and states, would Ilnd their revenues
sharply reduced. Returns on their holdings or investment into capital and plant would
yield diminished net income. To protect those financial interests preferred of
politicians, economic competition from cannabis is eliminated by the felon's methods.

'Prohibition' is imposed not because there is sornething 'bad' about cannabis, but
because of the all-affecting superlative good of cannabis. Magnates of giant companies
presume, ad infiniturn or until it ceases to suit their purpose, to manipulate politicians
and the mentality of the population, into maintaining Prohibition of Cannabis, to the
People's certain harm and great disadvantage. At the behest of multi-national
corporations whose financial investrnents and influence interweave through every
facet of the socio-economic complex, politicians are not willing to allow the
population of the world to acquire and enjoy the boon of a cheap, naturally occurring,
beneflcent resource. Yet, if the populations of the world but knew it, this providential
benefit is there for the asking, and theirs for the taking.

Evidence establishes Cannabis Prohibition as a racket: the politician fabicates and
perpetu,ates counterleit Prohibition controls nationally, and, by fraudulent treaties, e.g. the
Single Convention Treaty, worldwide; imposes by force, a set of politically-designed artificial
circumstances in support of chosen monetary interests to their undeserved and uneamed
stupendous financial advantage. To those thus protected, this is an ongoing repeated windfall
of a spectacularly huge scale, a 'subsidy' amounting to trillions of dollars/Etros/yen, etc., per
annum, paid for entirely out of the pockets ofmostly unwitting consumers.

This illegal, unadmitted state-political 'policy' is then compounded by
enforcement, with rnyriad acts of government-by-terror perpetrated upon citizens from
all walks of life, for harmless cannabis related activities, in the atlempt at political
suppression of the herb.
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To conceal this conspiracy and the attendant crimes of its enforcement, and to enable
the continued illicit protection of the financial gain of some at the expense of others,
politicians and their collaborationist administrations resort to use of taxpayers' money to
obfuscate the harmless benign nature of cannabis with constant public indoctrination by
derogatory fictions. (Ref. Parts One, Three, Four & Five.) In executing this evil scheme, the
'politician' forsakes civilised Principles, such as honesty, truth, justice and liberty, shunning
all pretension to democratic legitimacy. Honest evaluation of Cannabis Prohibition shows
that the economic precepts and moral philosophy on which the West has long constituted
itsel{, have been abandoned: unprincipled 'politicians' of our self-proclaimed bastions of
Democracy, and 'free' and 'mixed market' systems, generate and fbster crime (ref. Part Six,
Prohibition: The Progenitor of Crime); comrptly practise monopoly duty, tax and profit-
protectionism; treacherously usurp the Constitution (ref. Justice and the Constitution);
seditiously subvert the democratic rule of law (Part Seven); inflict persecution and
suffering; and perpetrate sadistic immolation of personal liberty (all Parts).

Disputes over resources commonly lead to War: Prohibition of the manifbld
beneflts to Mankind of cannabis constitutes criminal infraction of that category of
lnternational Law designated: Crime Against Peace. Political denial of the world's
most economic energy resource and essential agro-industrial commodity, is an Act of
War against the People; consequential sufl'ering and victims are visible everywhere.
Cannabis Prohibition is the greatest fraud of all time. Pernicious efl-ects of this crime
are myriad, extreme and ubiquitous. Prohibition is the direct cause of: War, e.g. the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait; Crime; astronomical world resource, energy and food prices,
with disastrous and homicidal corollary effects; world poverty; world famine;
industrial and automotive emissions poisoning air; photochemical smog and Acid
Rain; desertification; the greenhouse effect of Global Warming and fatally catastrophic
weather. Had it not been for the obstacle personified by corrupted Owners and
politicians, The CBEE would by now have been implemented, and already working its
remedy and benefits.

Oil, coal and uranium are redundant, and destructive. The People of the West and
Japan, of Israel, of India, South America, Africa, China and everyrvhere else, deserve
to be freed from dependence on those whose criminal Prohibition scheme gives them
control of energy; and from those few who, by geographic chance, happen to inhabit
locations above terrestrial minerals. To the detriment of all, the tiny group of de facto
Owners of the world's Oil want the world population to continue using 'their' fossils,
regardless of the human, the economic, the environmental, and the other damage this
does, and the universal tyranny it inflicts. They require competition from nonpolluting
Cannabis-Methanol, the world's cheapest (i.e. actually fiee) fuel, to be Prohibited untll
all the easily recovered oil is consumed. Meantime, in predictable avaricious
preparation for when the oil runs out, these same individuals, corporations, institutions
and states have been, and are, by 'banking', i.e. mortgage and international loan
methods, assuming effective Ownership, including in the Third World and former
Communist bloc, of the world's agricultural land....the basis of the future world
resource to food, fuel and raw materials derived from cannabis.

NO further increases in atmospheric CO2 fiom fuel-combustion are acceptable:
human lives continue to be taken and the world population remains at risk. The Kyoto
Treaty (with its proposed reductions in CO2 emissions is a destructive elaborate
diversion. ,4// misuse of fossils as 'fuel' must be stopped at once.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
In any case, the policies of increased fossil exploration and exploitation, and (except

for one East European nation) the immediate refusal to ratify the Kyoto Agreement by
all countries which participated at that convention, exemplify the criminality and
devastation visited by 'politicians' upon apathetic complacent servile populations.

The politicians' energy-monopoly by Prohibition negates the Social-Mixed and/or Free
Market, intervening as a macroeconomic tax, duty, and profit protection-mechanism. The
manipulations a.re imposed, by fbrce, on behalf of prefened monetary intL'rests. This Crirne is
committed against the world's people who (consciously or unwittingly) all endure its extreme
consequences. Prohibition imposes worldwide shortages of otherwise prolific availability of
(cannabis-derived) food, energy supplies and raw materials. These latter are the essentials of
human life. Everywhere, Mankind teeters on the brink of strife, of wars, revolution and armed
conflict. This Prohibition visibly exacerbates the problerns, while Peace, Prosperity and
Progress would be enhanced by the opposite course, that of Relegalisation.

Straightaway, The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation proffers ameliorative
transformation of the world's peoples' Standard of Living, by prolific global provision of very
cheap, superior Energy, Food and Resources; The CBEE shows that The Universal Re-
Democratisation of Fuel-Energy Production can easily, immediately be realised; and
implementation of The CBEE, simultaneously reduces Global Warming. While all this is
acutely desirable to the general population of the world fbr obvious social, economic and
ecological reasons, there exists a rnajor impedimenL money-motivated politicians and Owner-
magnates; fba although implementation of The CBEE would beneficially transfbrm the status
quo fbr the world and its Peoples, it would ellbctively pre-empt government collection of the
phenomenal duty and revenues on fuel, and everywhere render to individual and smallscale
private enterprises, the income and profits which now accrue undeservedly to the Prohibition-
rnonopoly-protected Oil-Producing Countries and giant petroleum corporations.

ln clarifying the status quo, consider the scale of money-motivation behind
Cannabis Prohibition: Aff'ecting Gross World Product, energy derived fiom fbssils and
uranium accounts for not less than eight-tenths of the Lrnderlying Cost of Production of
all commercial Goods and Services. 

'Ihis 
fbur-fifths' (4/5) proportion of the world's

peoples' total production of wealth, all duties, taxes and profits therefrom, has been
brought by the lneans of monopoly-control-Prohibition to exclude cannabis, into the
hands and under the control of, relatively speaking, a small group of men and women.
Owner-magnates, and 'politicians' fbr whom as a proportion of world population
ahnost nobody has voted, do not relish the prospect of Cannabis Relegalisation, i.e. of
having to relinquish the world wealth which they have misappropriated; for the wealth
to return to and remain with the People, who create it.

The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation exposes the utmost money-motive,
unmasking deepest criminality behind governments' controls on cannabis '.

Hegemony, Monopoly, Ownership and/or Control of the multiple trillions involved,
comprise the ulterior objects of the minute number of self-serving politicians,
bureaucrats and magnates implicated. Financial motive is the reason behind controls
on Cannabis. The plant has not been targeted fbr Prohibition because some people like
to smoke it. The racket of tax, duty and profit protection of state-owned and private
rnonopolies trading in the inferior resources and products is the root. However intense
the ulterior motive, this does not mitigate the culpability of the culprits, nor the
extreme gravitas of the results of their Crime Against Humanity.
I This money-motive is additionul to those in significant economic areas other than
Findings,  and Judic ia l  Enquiry  F indings,  Par ts  Three & Four.
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Knowledge and understanding of the evidence of circumstances expose the
underlying financial motivation by which a spurious Prohibition is contrived
feloniously on a substance that is not only harmless but also health-promoting. Legal
availability of, and competition from, cannabis, annihilate duty, taxes and profits in
businesses which rely fbr their income upon sales of inferior products and resources.

So great is the scale of monetary interest behind the criminal intrigue which masquerades
as'Prohibition', that, if there were no Prohibition, or if cannabis were Relegalised today, it
would be Prohibited again tomorrow. The RESTORATION Programme is indispensable.
Nothing less than RESTORATION ofthe democratic control by citizen-jurors, of every act of
enforcement of legislation, by re-introduction of the authenllc Common Law Trial by Jury,
ensures elimination of the corporate and govemment crime. Exceptional events and measures
are required to Restore the West to Democracy and legitimacy '.

Readers having grasped the scale and implications of this government-corporate
Crime, will appreciate that to date, general public lack of awareness about The CBEE,
in the U.K., the U.S. and therefore elsewhere, is attributable to censorship and
dishonesty in state-controlled and privately-owned information, news and educational
mass-media. Editors and reporters employed, and rigidly controlled by state and
private Owners of the media, routinely conceal the cardinal truths about cannabis, and
propagate lies to dupe the populace, who rely for their information upon the media or
the state (rather than the professorial studies which exonerate and extol cannabis). The
CBEE has support from our growing number of worthy endorsees and campaigners,
including the Nobel laureate former Economic Adviser to the U.S. government who
wrote the Foreword; and judges (U.S. and U.K.); doctors (of a variety of disciplines)
and academics. At the time of this writing, The CBEE, showing cannabis superior to
fossils and uranium, remains specialist information of which the media have gone out
of their way to keep the public in the dark. This duplicates the silent treatment ' by
politicians and reporters of the published offlcial empirical clinical investigations
conducted by the eminent physicians, psychologists, toxicologists, sociologists,
pharmacologists, psychiatrists, of world-respected academic and research institutions,
which medico-scientifically exonerate cannabis from all allegations of 'harm' and
'impairment' 3. Over all the years of Cannabis Prohibition, the published admissible
expert evidence of Clinical Findings of Empirical Fact, has always afflrmed the
complete harmlessness, and benign nature of the herb as personal relaxant. (Ref.
bibliography.) For self-advancement and gain, inscrutable professional liars, drug
czars,'advisers', career reporters and others, have actively supported tyranny by
dissemination of damaging fictions about cannabis.

Disinformation is constantly spread through f'rnanced, organised, manipulated
individuals, groups and media, to obtain public acceptance of Cannabis Prohibition.
This malevolent mind-manipulation ('brainwashing') for money-motivated social
control is intended to fbrestall a truthfully informed population from bringing
appropriate pressure on governments to force Relegalisation. Ambitious Prohibitionist
spokespersons and their rapacious leaders, to whom mendacity comes easily, rely on
the population remaining insensate passive dupes.

l  Ref. Part Seven. Also see 'TRIAL BY JURY: lts History, True Purpose and Modern Relevance,'
ISBN: 9781902848723, for stipulations of the Common Law Trial by Jury, by which democratic control is
exerted over arbitrary venal government.
2 Economics' Nobel laureate Professor Milton F riedman coined this expression.
3 Ref. Findings of Fact, in Part One.
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The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation.
The adverse conditions generated by Cannabis Prohibition produce mortal

consequences in a variety of ways. For example, in regard to the environment, Global
Warming is attributed as cause to the increasingly destructive severity of weather, such
as Hurricane Mitch (Dec. '98), the most catastrophic weather on record, the first of
more and worse to come. Through the Caribbean and several Central American
countries, Mitch wreaked largescale damage, homelessness-and many thousands of
human fatalities. The CBEE has shown that the Global Warming caused by misuse of
fbssils is totally unnecessary. It is unforgivable fbr politicians to have failed to date to
implement The CBEE. Prohibitionists are directly culpable for deaths. The indictment
of politicians for exacerbating Global Warming entails their culpability for mortalities
and disasters worldwide, constituting crime of global enormity.

So, although liberation of cannabis off-ers huge benefits to the world and its
peoples, which calls fbr relief and rejoicing, the complete vindication of private
citizens' cultivation, trade, possession and use, is galling to media representatives of
money-motivated untruth. These latter individuals are but paid henchmen and women.
Their longstanding malicious collusion in the deadly criminal political connivance of
Prohibition renders such personnel accountable participants in crime. It is small
wonder that those guiltv politicians and reporters give silent treatment to The CBEE
and to the government-funded medico-scientific Studies of long-term cannabis
smoking, by which cannabis is completely exonerated from all 'harm'. People do not
publicise that evidence which incriminates them. . .

Thus, Green Issues constantly on the public agenda receive delusive reportage.
Tlrere are many psettdo-greens, such as nature, wildlif-e 'conservation' organisations.
The Chief Executive of falsely-named 'Greenpeace' claimed to be "too busy" to adopt
and campaign fbr The CBEE. Political parties, including the so-called 'greens', evade
The CBEE, because these groups are run by, or receive their funds fiom, Owners,
corporations or organisations who profit by Cannabis Prohibition. Compromised and
corrupted, their massive mendacity militates againsl environmental improvement.

Political parties vie for and receive funds fiorn corporations whose Owners profit
frorn Prohibition. Or, under the Italian system, parties take campaign funding fiom the
state-whose financial rnotivation for Prohibition is acute. All Western political parties
adopt money-motivated Prohibitions and/or The Fallacy of 'Decriminalisation'. (Ref'.
Part Six.) To be selected as a representative, candidates have to endorse the party
position on cannabis. Hence, when citizens vote, whichever party's representative they
choose, it can only be for a Prohibitionist. Voting is a delinquent activity which
oolludes with, and perpetuates, the criminal status quo.

Truth is replacing propaganda: The Scientific Green Solution's glad tidings,
expressed in RESTORATION, crucial to every citizen of the World, are spreading.

Nations of the Earth's tropical regions, especially vulnerable to Global Warming,
take note ! It is a cruel irony that impoverished populations in countries adversely
aft-ected by the high costs of f-uel-energy, are capable, by adoption of The CBEE, of
becoming net energy exporters. Three (3) full cannabis crops can be grown per year in
the world's warmer zones. RESTORATION proffers the immediate affluence of self-
sufficiency in food, raw materials, and energy to such countries enjoying the enviable
geographic advantage.
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The THC-rich, large, economically-el ctive Sativas embody Mankind's ideal
crop. Capable of generating the cheap BTU's and virtually unlimited quantities of fuel
for transportation and electricity generation, cannabis meanwhile provides food in
abundance, a health-prornoting personal relaxant tonic restorative, pref-erred paper-
pulp and tree and timber substitutes, and is resource to cellulosic polymers (plastics
and man-made tibres). Cannabis also provides superior natural 'breathing' fibres fbr
all types of clothing from hardy water-resistant workwear to light sophisticated linery.

Production-cost-free cannabis hurds also provide quality 'mineralised' concrete:
flaked hurds (which contain silica) mixed with lime (crushed calcium carbonate rock
with H2O and CO2 driven ofT by heat) react when water is added, creating concrete.
Called Isochanvre (French; Regisrered) this superb building material is of superior strength
and soundlheatldamp insulation properties to, but only one-fifth to one-seventh the
weight of, cement. Reducing price and weight but increasing strength of building
materials challenges the imaginative architect consider, for example, the size made
feasible of a building in Isochanvre, the same weight as Sears Tower, Chicago....

Populations resign themselves as passive spectators to their politicians' ravages to,
and possible destruction of, the planet's ecosphere, while the fossil economy
dangerously pours aeons of accumulated heat-retaining CO2 into the atmosphere.
Responsible citizens' due fury at the politicians' deadly activity, is enf-eebled by
acceptance of Prohibitionists' deceit that pollution by coal and oil is "inevitable" if a
high standard of living is to be achieved or maintained. The CBEE exposes politicians'
untruth and base motives-there is an efltcient, incomparably cheaper, clean
alternative but, fbr abject mercenary reasons, it is unlawfully Prohibited: cannabis.

Education on the qualities of cannabis and information on the Biomass Function,
of which cannabis is the Economic Nonpareil (demonstrated by The CBEE) combine
to impart awareness that:

With all cannabis production, trade and uses fully Relegalised, worldwide
increases in material prosperity are at hand, and international fraternal harmony is
enhanced, while simultaneously improving the environment.

Relegalisation of Cannabis today will allow a phased, gradual economic transition
governed by market forces, from fossil to CBEE-based techno-industrial civilisation:
The Ecological Revolution. Economically outcompeted by cannabis, redundant
reserves of pollutant coal, gas, oil and uranium will be lefl underground.

Prosperity and elusive modernity at last beckon even to those countries where
cheap energy and resources have never before been in prospect. Whole populations of
hardworking and gifted people whose national economic development has been
seriously impaired or completely retarded by expenditures on high-priced imports of
fossil products consuming wholesale their capacity to earn surpluses of foreign and
domestic currency, now have the opportunity through The Cannabis Biomass Energy
Equation to become self-sfficient.

The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation proffers benefits of historic proportions
to the developing world, whose peoples are denied the security, plenty and progress of
the Industrial, Technological and Ecological Revolutions, by their governments'
compliance with the Western, illegal Prohibition of Cannabis.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
All governments of financially straitened countries feel, or are, insecure. To these

governments Western economic suzerainty is omnipotent and crucial, under the status
quo. The means by which Prohibition of Cannabis is imposed worldwide is by the
separate internal legislative enforcement measures taken by nation states to accord
with the fabricated 'treaties' on dangerous drugs (e.g. the Single Convention) which
fraudulently include cannabis.

The corrupt method by which Prohibitionist politicians and others of the West
extract active participation in the l-elonious enfbrcement of Cannabis Prohibition from
politicians of numerous developing nations, is by a simple but eff-ective pecuniary
lever: the granting of- Aid and Trade status is tied to the condition that all countries
recipient of the said aid and trade participate in the f-elonious Prohibition Treaties.

While many forms of sorely needed practical international assistance in technical,
medical, and educational fields are underfunded, Westem Prohibitionists promote the
false and damaging idea that throughout the developing world the granting of Western
loans and intergovernment economic 'aid' (cash credit) is the only stabilising f-actor in
a state of constant political flux and economic turmoil. (Routinely expended on
weapons and luxury goods for those in power, lnter-Government Cash Credit 'Aid' is
not to be conlused with charitable emergency aid, such as food and medicine.) In fact,
monetary 'aid' conjoined to the corrupting influences and many extreme, negative
results of this coerced Prohibition, depresses recipient nations' self-development and
prolongs their agonies of financial dependence.

Implementation of the Scientific Solution embodied in Cannabis Biomass Energy
Equation offers the dignifying emancipation of economic independence, industrial and
agronomical productivity, fbod and energy self--sufficiency, to affluent and developing
nations alike.

For governments of developing nations to delay changeover from fossil and
uranium, to Cannabis Biomass based economies, is for them to abet the criminal
Western macro-economic Prohibition-racket, to enrich fbreigners at the direct expense
of their own poorer peoples. The individual politicians responsible, commit
treacherous repression of their populations' self'-development, whilst abetting the
aforedescribed Crirnes Against Peace and Hurnanity; they actively support economic
imperialism, in exchange for cash.

By contrast, those developing nations which now sever the umbilication tying
them to the acute debilities of Western cash aid by denouncing the Single Convention
and other Prohibition treaties, in order to take up the natural economic bounty of
cannabis relaxant-tonics, fibres, fbod, resources and fuels, will find in this change
great relief'. The beneflts of financial independence securely founded upon self--
sufficiency provided by The CBEE,, will manifest themselves immediately.

Nations adopting The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation's Scientific Green
Solution will be rendering to Mankind an historic good deed, leading the world into a
prosperous New Age of the clean technologies of the Cannabis Biomass Resource and
Pyrolysis Functions. The first countries and companies to implement RESTORATION
will inherit the Twenty-first Century. . . .
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.

CANNABIS: WORLD RESOURCES.
Cannabis remains the world's principal resource. Many thousands of commercial

products seen in the home, school, offlce and f-actory, which now are produced fiorn
trees, man-made fibres, plastics, and petro-chemicals, made or processed using energy
derived from fossils or uranium, can be produced more economically from cannabis
itself-, or energy derived theretiom. The fbllowing are prirrcipal categories:

FUEL (FUEL-ENERGY) OIL, LUBRICANTS. (For Electricity-Generation, Transportation, etc)
PETRO-CHEMICAL, HYDRO-CARBON PRODUCTS.
PLASTICS. All plastic products and the. . . MAN-MADE FIBRES.
The Economics' proposition herein propounded as The Cannabis Biomass Energy

Equation, i.e. that Cannabis economically outcompetes and renders commercially
redundant the fbssils and uranium, was given practical demonstration by Henry Ford!
Cellulosic Polymerisation of vegetative matter in the 19th Century gave rise to the
invention of plastics. This industry was developed fiom the use of cellulose in the
production of explosives. By the late 1930's, Henry Ford, the manufacturer, was
displaying a state of'the art car' with bodywork made of plastic, lighter but "ten times
stronger" than steel (safer fbr occupants) and not prone to oxydisation (rust). At the
Ford "cracking" facility (pyrolysis reactor) at lron Mountain, Michigan, he converted
the biomass of (production-cost-free) cannabis hemp into the plastics to make the car
and the non-polluting methanol fuel to run it. Prohibition introduced under false
pretexts ', quickly put paid to Ford's ideas which were then unable to progress further
than the prototype of the car.

Enonnous potentials and benefits to the World and its peoples are embodied in
The CBEE-but they all remain conspiratorially repressed in felonious protection of
undeserved profits of, amongst others, Owners of oil and petro-chemical corporations.
Throughout the Western free-capital-owning democracies, the awareness, impartiality
and incorruptibility of the state remain absolutely indispensable to the sustainment of
legitimate constitutional democracy and the dispensation of justice. The extreme
degree to which these criteria have been neglected by the dissoluteness of those who
make pretence of serving the people may be judged by this f-act: through Prohibition of
Cannabis, the state's criminal protection of the great wealth of avery few, is enforced
to the certain destruction of the best interests of the entire community. Examples
abound daily-consider two fiom U.K. newspapers.
l. The European,2l-27 March, 1996 fbllowing improved profits, British Petroleum

share payout worth nearly f 1I million ($16m) to nine Directors.
2. Daily Mail, 23 March, 1996: fbllowing Glaxo takeover of Wellcome

(pharmaceuticals;ref. Parts Three & Four) job-cuts are indicated of 7,500, while two
Directors receive personal payouts worth over f2 million andfl.4 million respectively.
PERSONAL RELAXANT TONIC RESTORATIVE.
Cannabis is out of the ordinary in that it offers special advantages in the fbod, the

economic agro-industnal, and the profound Health benefits, which exceed in number and
excel in benelbction those of all other known plant species. Ref-. Parts One, Three, Four and
Five fbr Health-related issues.

I  See Popular  Mechanics,  December,  1941.
2 ln 1937,  the conspir ing to e l iminate by Prohib i t ion ' law' the economic and other  benef i ts  to  the masses
proffered by cannabis, to protect government taxes and corporations'Owners'profits, was already fait
accompli in Europe.
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TEXTILES/FABRICS/NATURAL FIBRE: CLOTHING & PRODUCTS.
See The CBEE and Traditional Uses.

PAPER.
Cardboard-packaging, newspapers, journals, books, etc., place an enorrnous

demand for paper products, to which cannabis comprises the ideal, and production-
cost-free, economical resource. (See The CBEE and Traditional Uses.)

CHIPBOARD, PARTICLE BOARD.
Another replacement for the present costly reliance on trees, cannabis wood hurds

are resource to modern furniture materials, and concrete-box template production for
the construction industry.

BUILDING MATERIAL. (See Isochanvre in previous section.)

STAPLE FOOD.
(Seed does not contain relaxant ingredients.) Rich in protein and containing the

amino acids essential to efficient functioning of the hurnan immune system, seed can be
substituted for the flesh of animals in the healthier human diet. It is excellent for milling
and baking into bread, cereals, cakes, and in casseroles, (false) 'meat'-loaf, etc. Highly
nutrititious like soya, cannabis is source of plant milk, cheese, yoghurt curds, and cream.
Raw or toasted in salads, the seed can also be ground into butter. The flavour is delicate
and delicious. Cold-pressed seed provides polyunsaturate oil suited to cuisine for
cooking and salad dressings. (Also sce The CBEE, & Traditionat Uscs to foltow.)

ERADICATION OF FAMINE
Cannabis, being easy to cultivate even in semi-arid, marginal land, would assist in

eradicating world famine thoroughly, and in a way of which none of the other staple
food species are capable. (See Special Attributes in The CBEE.)

PREVENTION AND REVERSAL OF DESERTIFICATION.
Seeding frorn suitable cargo-airplanes (e.g. Hercules, Galaxy) overflights, will

reclaim land suffering from recent and ongoing desertiflcation. Q.,iorth-East and
Central Africa, Central Asia, Australia, etc.)

Variation on a Theme: Another Manifestation of the
Government Tax and Profit Protection Racket by Prohibition Monopoly.

Patented Cannabis Hybrids and Clones; Vegetated Propagation.
Nafural plants propagated from seed, such as cannabis, cannot be patented.

Cannabis also propagates well by cloning. This simple technique familiar to gardeners,
eliminates variety produced by sexual reproduction (of male pollen-producing plants
fertilising f-emales which produce seed). Cuttings taken and planted, quickly produce
their own roots and grow into genetically identical copies, or clones, of the donor
plant. N.B. Clones are the same age as their donor.

Consider the homogeneity (unifbrmity) of plantation produced tea, camellia
sinensis for example, which rs economically achieved frorn clones. The tropical tea
plant is a tree, pruned for convenience of plucking, into a large flat-bush shape. Tea is
a perennial, sprouting profusely all the year round, and living productively for sixty to
a hundred years. One tea plant can yield many thousands of clones, which then live on.
But none of this applies to cannabis, which lives fbr but a single season (around lbur
rnonths). Cannabis clones are only satisfbctorily taken during the growth cycle (not the
flowering cycle).

L
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
Young cannabis plants are rich in cannabidiolic acid (CBD) which can be

extracted frorn the plant in inverse ratio to tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). The THC
(which is chemically compounded within the plant with the other cannabinoid and
vegetative ingredients fbrming an other substance which is cannabis ref. 'THC' Is Not
'Cannabis') can only be extracted in any significant quantity from mature plants,
particularly from buds and flowertops. So, the plant has to be mature to be of use as a
source of relaxant medication. This means the plant, whether propagated fiom seed or
clone, will die shortly thereafter, necessitating the entire process be recommenced.

Clones and hybrids are merely copies or forms of the natural plant. The fact is:
natural cannabis and all related cultivation, trade and use are actually legal:
the Prohibition is unfounded, based on mendacity, inequitable and per se, illegal.
Confirmed by the Empirical Studies and Medical Case Histories, natural'IHC-rich
Cannabis Sativa is the health-promoting Personal Relaxant, and effective, safe,
Preventive and Curative Medicament. (Ref. subsequent Parts.)

In relation to clones, at the time of writing, the British and Dutch governments
have a new plot to participate in the "illegal" cannabis trade. By this scheme the state
outlaws and punishes everyone, except a few f-avoured individual Owners, and their
backers, who receive a fbrtune: the state issues pref-erred companies with lucrative
licensed monopoly to cultivate cannabis and conl'ers patents on hybrids and clones,
which government designates as the only "legal" cannabis for prescription and sale.
Special government duty is imposed on top of the exorbitantly priced cannabis. In
addition, government skims off 30-40 per cent of profits via Corporation Tax.

This is not to dismiss cloning, selective breeding and experimentation, but the politicians',
state-bureaucrats' and corporation Owners' transparent scheme is illegal, conspired fiom
miscreants' greed. It is criminal, lbr it relies upon continued counterfeit Prohibition of natural
cannabis. One does not seek to prohibit those who wish to produce cannabis from clones lor
commercial purposes from doing so. But on other than the very small scale, cloning is an
unnecessary, time-consuning, costly method of producing the harmless plant. With naturally-
produced cannabis Relegalised cloning would be commercially unviable.

All controls on naturally produced cannabis are unlawful, grievous and driven by
gain. By Exonerative Evidence, Circumstances and Res Gestre, under existing national
and international laws, all legislation and regulations of restriction are abrogated. All
private individuals' normal traditional cannabis Production, Sale and Use are, and
always have been, completely legal. State prosecutions of citizens' private cultivation,
trade, possession and use are legally malicious; i.e. with pre-detennined intent to
commit crime, especially against the person.

Licensed Low-Yield Hvbrids.
Licensed 'low-THC' strains and hybrids, which yield not more than 60 per cent of

the biomass and fibre of the full-blooded'THC-rich',20-fbot Sativas, constrict for no
@oo{ reason the quantity and purposes of crop production of cannabis per acre, to the
economic detriment of cultivators, f'armers and society. Seen in The CBEE, that
variety of cannabis which produces plentiful relaxant-tonic, fibres, seed, and hurds-
yielding biomass, being optimised commercially, proffers Mankind the epoch-making
beneflt of production-cost-free cannabis fuel-energy replacing fossils, uranium, and
misuse of trees as industrial 'resource'. In their paper 'Cultivation, Extraction, and
Analysis of Cannabis Sativa L.,' Doorenbos et al observed:
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"Environmental factors...are not as important as heredity in determining the
cannabinoid content of harvested marijuana, conlrary to the widespread belief that
warmer and sunnier climates produce the most potent marijuana." ' In cultivation, the
soil and climate are relatively minimal factors in influencing inherent traits, such as the
relaxant and the biomass (size), these being pre-determined by the Laws of Genetics
(cf': Mendel).
I See Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, l9l, December 3lst, 1971,3-14.

THE TRADITIONAL USES OF CANNABIS.

The official Empirical Studies of long-term, actual human use confirm: cannabis
herb-hash has no adverse effect to mental or physical health (is harmless); does not
cause skill impairment; does not cause physical or psychological dependence (is non-
addictive); is incapable in any quantity of causing fatality to humans and animals (is
non-toxic); and has numerous unique good eff-ects on human health (is benign).
Prohibitionrsts knowingly spread incorrect derogation about benign cannabis'.

It is reasonable to assume that since some early prehistoric time when Mankind
flrst found the smoke of burning cannabis plants to be pleasant and recuperative, the
'smoking' of this saf-e herb became commonplace. lt has remained widespread.
Hash(ish) consists only of the resin-rich flowers and buds (if the leaves are included
the product is considered of lower quality); with twigs removed and when dry, these
crumble easily into powder which is lightly baked (warmed) and, with press or rolling-
pin, is fbrmed into cakes (slabs). This is then crumbled, and smoked pure in a pipe, or
sprinkled in with cannabis fbliage and rolled into a pure cannabis herbal cigarette.

Controls and/or rationing, i.e. Prohibition itself, create the Black Market, cause
scarcity in supply and soaring prices. Prohibition causes unscrupulous Black Market
producers and dealers to 'cut' (mix) wholesome cannabis herb and hash with toxic
substitutes (datura, grass, henna, glue, etc.) to make supplies go further for increased
profit. II'hash does not crumble readily at room temperature, it is likely to have been
contaminated. Similarly, to render "effects" to consurners, poor quality, inert but
harmless herb is systemically 'fed' or sprayed with substances poisonous to humans,
or drenched in toxified liquids, then dried before sale. Self--evidently, it is incorrect to
ascribe to beneficial cannabis, efTects which derive from other substances.

Cannabis was probably the first seed-food plant cultivated (pre-dating the grasses).
Professor Carl Saqan proposes in 'The Dragons of Eden' that, long before The Bronze
Age and the first use of metals by Man, the cultivation of cannabis may well have
developed into the discovery, or 'invention', of (the Science of) Agriculture, giving
rise to the first post-nomadic sefflements and thence to incipient civilisation.

According to the Science of Archaeology, the earliest examples of woven fabric,
which date from neolithic (Stone Age) times, are made from cannabis fibres'.
Mummies fiorn Egyptian and other cultures were swathed in cannabis. For all time,
most of Mankind's clothing has been of cannabis. Swaddling-clothes were made from
cannabis.

Since pre-history until circa 1850, cannabis was the world's principal resource to
food, products and artefacts, giving rise to the greater part of human industry,
agriculture and employment, comprising the largest single contributor to Gross World
Product.
2 Ref. Parts One, Three, Four & Five, for Health-related information.
3 See'Man and Mar i juana, 'R.  E.  Schul teso Harvard Univers i ty ;  Natura l  History,82,  Aug-Sept ,  1973.
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The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation.
Cannabis has numerous applications, including the following:

personal relaxant-ntedicament

textiles, liom mature and post-mature plants. Dating from the most ancient times,
all of history's merchant ships and navies were equipped with cannabis (hemp)
fibre sails.

Hemp and cannabis are synonymous, hemp being the ancient Anglo-Saxon word
for cannabis.
(TEXTILES: Also ref. section l l l  of The Economics of The CBEE.)

fabric, from densely sown, immature plants, for all types of garments.
Chronicler Herodotus, the Father of History, 490-425 B. C., remarked on the
fineness of the hempen raiment the Thracians produced and dressed in. Over the
ages, cannabis has provided by far the greater part of Mankind's llbre
requirements, coffon and flax contributing a negligible quantity by comparison, to
the total, until invention of the labour-saving cotton gin in Victorian times. Hemp
fibre-from-woodhurds mechanisation (e.g. Schlichten) was not developed until
1916. According to Encyclopaedia Britannica (1890's, 1910) at least 50 per cent,
and more probably, all but a minirnal amount of the fabric popularly called 'linen'

was not made fiom flax, but from cannabis (hemp).

Finest f-rbres of irnmature cannabis plants are not less than 4 tirnes stronger than the
strongest of cotton. Cannabis is thus proportionately more durable, maintaining its
appearance, and is of better value and greater utility to consumers. Levi's Originals
(19th Century) and latterly 'denim' from China were/are made tiom mature llbres
of cannabis.

Of all natural fibre sources, cannabis is uniquely water-rot resistant. The superior
fibre quality and oultivability of cannabis make it resource to textiles of economic
advantage, but when eventually worn out, they were traditionally collected by the
"rag-man", or the "rag'n' bone rnan", for their re-cycled vah,re as the source of
long-lasting psper for books and bibles, etc.

thread, yarn, twine, cordage, rope, cables and rnatting

canvas, tarpaulins, art canvas.

The Dutch word 'canvas' is derived from the Latin, Cannabis, Greek, Kannabis;
Sumerian-Babylonian linguistic precursor to the Euro-Semitic-Indo Group
langr.rages' Kan-a-ba, i.e. the reed, or "cane-of-fiuo" (ba or bis) genders. (Cannabis
is dioecious, having the male and f'emale sexes on separate plants; hermaphrodites
are not usual.)

carpets, tapestries, curtains

towelling. Cannabis f'eels softer, is warmer to the touch, and is more absorbent.
than cotton.

t paper. Worn-out sailcloth firlfilled the greater part of paper requirement.
Handwritten or printed, medieval books were principally made fiom cannabis.
Extant examples show cannabis-paper (also called India paper) to have a shelf--life
of well over a thousand years, ongoing, cannabis thus being incomparably superior
paper-resource to the expensive latter-day attempts at alternatives made fiom trees.
(PAPER: Also ref. section lV of The Economics of The CBEE.)
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THE REPORT. CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HLh4AN RIGHTS AND THE LAw.
t pyroly'tic fuel-oil (and vegetable oil) for the lighting of lamps-the ljbres of thewick being of cannabis too. Until the relatively"recent era of th" *us, slaughter ofoil-yielding whales, followed on 9y petroleum products, cannabis oils provided thegreater part of_night light fbr Mankind throughout history

(olL and PETRO-CHEMIcAL PRODUCTS: Also re=f. The cannabis Biomass Energy Equafion.)
a oil, tars, pitch, creosote oil, chernicals, paints, resins, protective coatirrgs
o sealant' 'oakum' is untwisted camabis. fibre rope steeped in tar and hot-pressed,i'e' caulked, into seams to render plank-joins waGrtight tn the hulls of ships.
a varnish, preferred by artists for its speedy oxygenation, quick-drying
o linoleurn lloor covering, i.e. hemp fabric impregnated with cannabis oleum (oleumis the Latin word fbr oil)
t adhesives, glue; embalming fruids (used since pharaonic tirnes)

(All the above items obtained by pyrorysisn wood distif iation; rel. The cBEE)
o cosmetics, soap; antiseptic ointments, poultices; muscle cream; health-careproducts

t oleraceous herb' ingredient fbr cooking. Herbal tea; the decoction .bhang,, madefrom cannabis, 
_ is synonymous 

_with_ Bengal, Bangalore, eunttot, etc., andBang-1a-desh, which translates as people of tf,e i_and olcannabis. "

O vegetable oil (for cooking and salad dressings)
o seedcake (pressed) and seed. High protein, delectable food for hr-rmans. Recipebooks ate available in good bookshopi. [seed does not contain relaxant ingredients.]'Seedcake' is the solid food remaining after seed has been cold-pressed to extractthe oil. Seeds are achenes, one-seeded fruit.
t seed, seedcake. High quality animal and pet food.

RESTORATIONISTS.
Cannabis is no humble herb. Cannabis is the monarch of vegetative species whichhas existed in symbiosis with Mankind rendering irnfortant benefits at least since thedawn of the cultivation of mental faculties in horio sapiens. Accordintiy, citirens whodernand that the normal, fully-legal status of cannabis be resum.a, i*y suitably beref-erred to as: Restorationists. (ReI. RESTORATION.)

. The smoking of cannabis flowers, fbliage and hash in bongs and pipes, is describedin many cultures in some of Mankind's earliest literature, sincJwhichiime and up to thepresent day, cannabis taken in foocl and by smoking has been recommended as agenerally health promoting tortic, and as p.ophylu*is (i.e. preventive medicament); andagainst malaria, as cure f-or leprosy, as vermifuge, and as antibiotic topicai [i.e. local- to-the-injured area] poultice fbr wounds, amongst numerous other co'ditions l.
Cannabis "stimalates mentul poweFsr', .(creates energyrr, ,ralleviutes 

fatiguer, is*refreshing and stimuloting,u $creotes 
.tlte copaciry for iartt woyk and the abitiry toc o nc e nt ra te,," " s h o rp e n s t h e w it s oo, and, r, s h o rp e n, i nL ̂  

" 
* o ryt.n- i

I Despite Prohibit ion, cannabis continues the recommended medical treatment for over 100 il lnesses andadverse conditions previously l isted in the U.S. Pharmacopo"i" 1"nJ"iff i. C""""rff i-prised not ressthan half of all medication sold. Also see Brit ish-lndian Hemp commission,s Report.2 See Brit ish-lndian Hemp commission's Report..These Rinoings of Fact are replicated in the officialEmpirical Studies; e.g. U.S.-Costa Rican, U.S._Jamaican. etc.
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The Cannabis Biornass Energy Equation.
Hindus and Buddhists share respect for cannabis as the Holy Plant given for

"the welfare of Mankind." Cannabis is praised for its enjoyment, enlightenment, and
healing properties, as in the Bhagavad-gita, and the Sutra Scripts of antiquity regarded
by Buddhists as sacred '. In his personal writings on the subject of cannabis,
George Washington expressed "a preference for the female flowertops." (U.S.
National Archives.) Flowertops and buds are the rnost pleasing parts of the cannabis
plant tbr smoking. There is no known use for the flowertops except for smoking or
otherwise ingesting them fbr relaxant/health use.
I See Brit ish-lndian Hemp Commission's Report.

The Wav Ahead: RESTORATION.
Education interpreting the Universal Order observes that Mankind's progress from

the savage state is rnarked and facilitated by events such as the Mastery of Fire; by
Inventions, of Writing, of Machines such as the Wheel, the Steam and Internal
Combustion Engines, the Micro-processor; by Discoveries, of Magnetism, Electricity,
Genetics, Radio-Waves, and so on. Invention (or discovery) of the Science of
Agriculture and application of production techniques such as the Division of Labour
accomrnodated the requirements of growing populations, and so altered the human
modus vivendi as to deserve description by the term 'revolution', as in the Industrial
Revolution. RESTORAI'ION profl-ers a similar departure: The Ecological Revolution.

RESTORATION and Universal Adoption of Constitutional Common Law Trial
by Jury t ursu." the Justice of Relegalisation of Cannabis, which secures abundunce of
World Production of Food, Energy and Resources: fbr the f-irst time in Mankind's
history, scarcity is eliminated, and the Universal Re-Democratisation of Fuel-Energy
Production becomes simple and feasible. As staple food is produced everywhere
today, so too duty-free Cannabis-Methanol production will be ubiquitous. By
RESTORATION, prolific production of cheap high quality food, fuel and raw
materials becomes reality; derived essentials, 'luxury' and convenience artef'acts
realise their true low market price; amelioration of the World Standard of Living is
achieved. Elimination of Scarcity and Want actuates a beneficial psychological
inlluence diluting Avarice, dissolving within many individuals their motivation to
crime, at all levels. RESTORATION sets in place the basis for elimination of
material-acquisition-derived strife, and the Wars of Aggression: relative Peace on
Earth. Given the political intent to achieve these goals of a social order befitting an
advancing Human Race, the Elimination of Scarcity is the foundation for a heretofore
unreaiisable globalised financial security and human Egalitarianism, fbunded, not on
government control. but on government controlled by citizens' democratic authority
Restored, embodied in the constitutionally explicit intention of the Common Law Trial
by Jury: i.e. the democratic nullification by jurors of the enforcement of unjust laws 3.

Such government cannot but represent and serve the interests of all the People.

The indispensable philosophical response to the universal human requirement is
embodied in RESTORATION. Material and social benef.its to All become practicable
by proven measures in RESTORATION: scarcity is eliminated; tyranny is eradicated;
democratic control is reaffirmed; and the dispensation of Justice by citizen-Jurors
again becomes the Good Way of Life. To achieve RESTORATION, flrst of all, by any
democratic procedures necessary, criminal Prohibitionists must be vanquished.
2 & 3 Throughout the West, this correct lbrm of due process, precribed by universal Common Law, has been rendered
defunct by unla*ful and unconstitufional government interventions. Ref. the Consfitutional information in Part Seven.
Also see: TRIAL BY JURY: Its History, True Purpose and Modern Relevance, ISBN: 9781902U8723.
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MOTIVE: A Recapitulation.
THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION shows that

amelioration of the world's peoples' Standard of Living by global provision
of economical (i.e. very cheap) superior Energy, Food and Resources (the
essentials of human life), and the Universal Re-Democratisation of Fuel-
Energy Production can easily, and immediately, be realised. This would
yield to domestic, small-scale and localised private enterprises, the profits
which currently accrue undeservedly to giant corporations and oil-
producing countries; and would render the present arbitrary duties and
revenues from fuel, uncollectable.

De facto monopoly on fuel-energy production and provision is obtained
solely by the covert conspiratorial means of Prohibition on Cannabis. Fuel-
energy for industrial and domestic use at present derives from fossilso
uranium and alternatives all significantly expensive compared to the free
fuel-energy by-product sourced from cannabis.

As a catastrophic result of Prohibiting cannabis, the world's most prolific
and economical fuel-energy resource, fuel-energy presently accounts for not
less than four-tifths (4/5) of the Cost of Production of Gross World Product:
i.e. all commercial Food, Goods and Services. By Cannabis Prohibition, all of
the duties, taxes and profits on fuel-energy provision, that is, the four-fifths
proportion of the world's peoples' total Production of Wealth, have been
brought into the hands and under the control of a small group of men and
women. Owner-magnates of oil-producing countries and corporationso and
politicianso for whom as a proportion of world population almost nobody has
voted, do not intend to relinquish control of the Wealth of the World which
they have stealthily misappropriated.

Knowledge and understanding of the evidence of facts and
circumstances expose the underlying financial motivation by which a
spurious Prohibition is contrived feloniously on a substance that is not only
harmless but also health-promoting. Legal availability of, and competition
from, cannabis, annihilate duty, taxes and profits in businesses which rely
for their income upon sales of inferior products and resources.

THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION exposes and
measures the utmost scale of money-motivation behind the illegal controls
on cannabis. Regarding fuel-energy, The CBEE reveals the duty, tax and
corporate profit-protection racket that is the tyrannical State Crime of
Cannabis Prohibition. This is additional to the corrupt money-motives
behind Prohibition exposed in other Parts of THE REPORT.

To the mortal detriment of the World and its Peopleso hegemony,
control and Monopoly-Ownership of the trillions involved are the ulterior
objects of the minute number of self-serving criminal politicians,
bureaucrats and magnates implicated.


